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Understanding the Publishing Process

� Biomedical scientific publishing
� What and when to publish
� The biomedical literature
� The importance of commitment
� Deciding on a target journal
� Public access to scientific publications
� Co-authorship issues

Preparation of a Manuscript
� Conceptual framework
� The Title, the Key Words, and the Abstract 



Elements of a Manuscript
• SECTION OF THE PAPEREXPERIMENTAL PROCESS

• ABSTRACTWhat did I do in a nutshell?

• INTRODUCTIONWhat is the problem?

• MATERIALS & METHODSHow did I solve the problem?

• RESULTSWhat did I find out?

• DISCUSSIONWhat does it mean?

• ACKNOWLEDGMENTSWho helped me out?

• LITERATURE CITEDWhose work did I refer to?

• APPENDICESExtra Information



THE INTRODUCTION
María D. González Pons, PhD



These are the tools to tell your story
� Title – Coveys focus of the study and attracts the reader 
� Abstract – Self-contained summary of content of paper 

Introduction – Provides necessary background and states 
gap knowledge

� Materials & Methods – Provides experimental details
� Results – Describes findings
◦ Figures & Tables – Shows analyzed data 

� Discussion – Discusses what the results mean in the 
context of previous results 

� References



Role of the introduction section
� Should supply sufficient background information to 

allow the reader to understand and evaluate the 
results of the present study without referring to 
previous publications

� Should provide a conceptual justification/ framework 
of the research
◦ Why is this research area important?
◦ State the gap in knowledge 

� Why is this information important?
◦ Briefly state how you addressed this gap in knowledge
◦ Emphasize how your research advanced the field



How to structure & 
organize your introduction
� The introduction consists of two complimentary 

components: the contextual orientation and the manuscript 
focus
◦ 4-8 paragraphs in 1½-2 pages, double-spaced

Contextual 
orientation: 

Brief 
summary of 

current 
status in the 

field

Manuscript 
focus: State 
how you 

address gap 
in 

knowledge

Baseline information/overview of the field
• Epidemiology
• Disparities
• Description of disease

Narrow down to topic of interest
• Describe what is known in the field
• Clearly state gap in knowledge 
• State the significance of this knowledge in the field

Brief overview of what was done to address gap in 
knowledge
• State hypothesis
• Brief overview on the strategy used
• End with how the knowledge generated by this study 

advanced the field

General

Specific



Before you start…
� Are you submitting your to work to a 
specialized vs. general scientific journal
� Find an example of a manuscript that you like 
� Consider the following question:
◦ What is the single most important piece of knowledge/conclusion 

provided by the manuscript?

These will all help you focus your introduction and begin 
to draft an outline of the important points you want to 
present to the reader in this section

*Remember that everything should be written in past verb 
tense



The first paragraph
� The opening sentence should grab the readers
attention - it should serve as the hook-
◦ Very general information should be avoided

� “Breast Cancer is a deadly disease” vs. “Breast cancer is the 
leading cause of death among Puerto Rican Hispanic women”

� Provide an overview of the disease/condition/organism you 
are studying. Define the big picture
◦ Epidemiology information supports significance

� Consider your audience -specialized vs. general journal-
◦ This will dictate how you will shape the first paragraph

� General -“ H. pylori is a Gram-negative, microaerophilic bacterium 
found in the stomach” vs.  Specialized – “H. pylori is strongly 
associated with chronic gastritis, peptic ulcers, and gastric cancer.” 



� Should narrow down to the topic addressed 
by your study
◦ Should go from a status report of the current 

knowledge in your field to the gap in knowledge
� Do not comprehensively review the literature , 

but do focus on literature relevant to your work
� You may cite your earlier work 
� The gap in knowledge that you state, should 

clearly stated, should be conveyed in a way that 
highlights why addressing this problem is 
important, and most importantly, should be 
addressed by your work

The second/third paragraph

� How important is stating the gap in knowledge?
◦ It is the second most important factor considered when rejecting or 

accepting a manuscript (Bordage 2001)



Example
� “While there is considerable evidence to support the 

conclusion that genetic ancestry may increase breast 
cancer risk, the actual underlying mechanisms are yet to 
be elucidated.  A comprehensive understanding of the 
mechanisms by which genetic ancestry contributes to 
increase breast cancer risk is needed in order to 
develop novel strategies to identify women at higher 
risk of breast cancer. “
◦ …are currently unclear

◦ …remain to be defined



� Describe the aim of the study and the overall approach 
used to address gap in knowledge
◦ Do not go into details
◦ Include literature (including your own) that supports that your 

strategy was valid

� State your hypothesis

� Optional: 
◦ State impact - emphasize how your work will advance the field
◦ State the overall finding

� Do not go into details regarding results and conclusions

The fourth/fifth paragraph



� “It has been increasingly accepted that the etiology and 
mechanism of gastric cancer (GC) involve not only genetics 
or environmental factors alone, but also interactions 
between them [14]. Many studies have shown that H. pylori 
infection is associated with polymorphisms of some 
inflammatory factors to affect the risk of GC [15,16]. 
However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies have 
investigated the potential gene-environment interactions 
between H. pylori infection and the above genetic loci to the 
risk of GC. The current independent case–control study with 
335 GC cases and 334 controls in a Chinese population was 
conducted to investigate the possible interactions between 
the three SNPs (rs4072037, rs13361707 and rs2274223) and 
H. pylori infection to the risk of GC.”

Example



MATERIALS AND 
METHODS

Deana Hallman Navarro, MD



MATERIALS AND METHODS

� Describes everything used and done 
◦ Materials
◦ Equipment
◦ Study subjects
◦ Procedures • Easiest part to prepare

• Straightforward task
• No intellectual creativity 

is required

� Provides sufficient technical detail to 
reproduce the study and achieve equivalent 
results



Analogous to a Recipe in a Cookbook 
� List of ingredients

� Step-by step instructions

� To generate the dish

Materials

Results

Methods



Writing the M&M

� Go through Results and carefully consider 
everything described   
◦ LIST all key reagents, methods, 

equipment used; characteristics of study 
groups

� Organize lists, group into sub-categories 
◦ E.g. cell lines, antibodies, tissue culture reagents, 

radioisotopes, study populations…
� Summarize lists in text form
◦ Use PAST TENSE

Delay writing 
until AFTER 

Results section



Describe in Considerable Detail
� Buffers, solutions, sources of all key reagents 
◦ Key = any reagent ordered, obtained or generated 

for in vitro and/or in vivo lab studies
� Methodology
◦ If a unique material, reagent or dataset 

� Source (+ institutional affiliation) 
◦ If donated by a non-commercial source

� Pharmaceutical source
◦ If investigational new drug used

� Unique materials, cell culture procedures 
◦ siRNA, monoclonal antibodies... 
◦ Cell lines and source, culture media…

� Animal strains, age/sex, source, maintenance
◦ If experimental animals were used in the study



Detail Description of Methodology

� How all studies were carried out
◦Why studies were done a certain way
◦Why more than one approach was required to 

address a particular question
◦ More detail for less common methodologies
� Refer to earlier published methods, if has 

detailed information on identical methods        
� Provide at least some detail, so readers don’t 

need to consult a citation to learn what was done 
in the current study



Citation of Methodologies

� All novel methods published by others
◦ Cite1st use/description in literature only

� NOT commonly used methodologies
◦ But, be sure of what is common

� NOT multiple references per technique
◦ Cite the original source only

� YES, if modified from published: 
◦ Cite the reference for the original method 
◦ Describe the modifications
◦ Explain why they were deemed necessary



Commercially-Provided Assays

� Briefly describe the basic technical methods 
of the “kit”

The assay was done according to the manufacturer’s instructions 
provided with kit.

The ELISA assays used to assess serum levels of X were carried 
out as described in the manufacturer’s instructions provided with 
these assay kits on triplicate samples using purified recombinant 
X standards. The assay has a sensitivity of 1.0 ng/ml.



Same Language in M&M, Plagiarism?

� Language similar to another paper with 
same method
◦ NIH’s Office of Research Integrity (ORI)    
◦ ORI Newsletter, Vol 3, No. 1, 1994

� Not of serious concern
◦ But, cite the original paper as reference

“…does not pursue the limited use of identical or nearly-
identical phrases to describe a commonly-used methodology or 
previous research…not substantially misleading to the reader or of 
great significance.”



For Randomized Clinical Trials
� Follow the CONSORT statement
◦ http://www.consort-statement.org

� For the M&M section, address:
◦ Enrollment criteria (inclusion/exclusion) 
◦ Interventions with their timing
◦ Summary of laboratory tests used
� Who conducted them
◦ Outcome measurements/assessments
◦ Sample size, how number was obtained
◦ Randomization assignments to subgroups
� Strategies for blinding or masking
◦ All statistical methods employed



Providing unrestricted access to unique
materials/software/data/reagents to 
enable exact repetition by peers 
� Issue of major concern to potential authors
◦ Given time and finance to generate them

� Arguments to NOT share unique materials: 
◦ Potential of commercial value, negotiating rights
◦ Protect dissertation, research, future publication 

of a student/fellow
◦ Too costly/time-consuming to prepare materials
◦ Data potentially compromises confidentiality
◦ Legal restrictions on shipping/transport of 

biological materials 



Sharing publication-related data/materials -
National Research Council’s view 
� Nat’l Acad. Press, 2003, p.68

� In exchange for the opportunity to publish, authors 
must assume certain responsibilities…
◦ Help ensure peers can reproduce the findings
◦ Disclose information (and all associated materials)

� Some journals introduced specific policies to share 
materials described in publications
◦ Establish journal’s policy
◦ If uncomfortable, do not submit 

Nature: www.nature.com/authors/editorial_polices/availability.html
Science: www.sciencemag.org/about/authors/prep/gen_info.dtl#materials

“Universal adherence to full disclosure and unrestricted access to 
data/material integral to published findings…”



THE RESULTS SECTION
María D. González Pons, PhD



Role of the results section
� Allows the reader to fully assess the experimental 

evidence on which the authors base their conclusions
◦ Should be written in a clear, concise way and complemented with 

understandable tables/figures/graphs 

� Critical for the manuscript to be favorably reviewed and 
be cited in the future



� Brainstorm on how to present your results in a logical 
manner – tell a story!
◦ Decide how you will organize the subsections

� Determine how you will format your data – for clarity 
and impact
◦ Figures vs Graphs vs Tables

� Do you save space by using a figure/table?
� Is the concept clearer to the reader if a figure/table is used

This will all help you focus your 
results and begin to draft an 
outline of the important points you 
want to present

Where to begin



Dos and Don’ts
Do Don’t
Present essential experimental 
evidence

Present results that do not support 
conclusions

Share a brief description of the 
experiment and describe rationale

Repeat methods in detail

Present results with statistics Present raw data

Mention figure/graph/table in the 
order they appear 

Fail to mention figure/graph/table

Provide a detailed “stand-alone” 
figure/graph/table legend

Fail to have or provide a vague 
figure/graph/table legend 

Provide a brief interpretation of the 
data

Add conclusions of discuss results

Include supplementary data if it 
supports conclusions

Included unrelated supplementary
data

*Remember that everything should be written in past verb tense



How to structure & organize your 
results section

� Concept:  “We have postulated that…”
� Question: ”This would suggest that...”
� Approach: “qPCR analysis showed...”
� Results: “A high expression of X gene was observed in 

X condition (Figure 1)
� Interpretation: “These expression patterns suggest...”
◦ Draw conclusions. DO NOT DISCUSS WHAT THE RESULTS 

MEAN

Concept Question Approach Results Interpretation



The expression of bolA was significantly higher under
RL compared with GL in the WT strain. However, the
expression of bolA was significantly lower under both
GL and RL conditions in the ΔrcaE strain compared with
WT (Fig. 2A). No significant difference in the expression
levels of bolA was detected in the ΔrcaE strain when
comparing GL to RL (Fig. 2A). These results suggest
that the RcaE photoreceptor regulates light-dependent
expression of bolA.

Example of results and interpretation



Strategies to maintain flow of logic 
throughout results section
� Leading Hook – start paragraph with the main point 

made in the preceding paragraph. 
◦ “The results shown in Figure X support…”

� Trailing Hook – finish paragraph with the point to be 
made in the following paragraph
◦ “The results shown suggested that…”

� Repetition Hook- repeat the main point made in each 
paragraph
◦ Should not be used throughout the results section



Clinical trial results

� CONSORT stands for Consolidated Standards of 
Reporting Trials
◦ Encompasses various initiatives developed by the CONSORT Group 

to alleviate the problems arising from inadequate reporting of 
randomized controlled trials

◦ Guidelines to report clinical trials can be found in the following link:
http://www.consort-statement.org



Effective visual aids: tables, figures & 
graphs
� Where to start?
◦ Look at other publications to see how others have presented 

similar data
◦ Ask your statistician

� Have in mind
◦ Visual aids should increase readability and facilitate understanding
◦ Reader should understand the take home message without going 

to the text
◦ Should be accompanied by an informative, “stand alone” legend

� Title could highlight main finding
� Text briefly describes the method used and the findings
� Don’t forget to describe statistical representations, if needed.



Fig. 3. Light promotes FeSOD activity in iron-replete medium in an
RcaE-dependent manner. Assay of FeSOD activity and protein
accumulation of WT and ΔrcaE mutant strains. (a) Native PAGE assay of
protein extracts for FeSOD activity. Protein extracts of F. diplosiphon WT
strain or ΔrcaE mutant strain grown in iron-replete (+Fe) or iron-limited (−Fe)
culture media under green light (GL) or red light (RL) conditions. Regions
with SOD activity are indicated by white bands on a darker blue background.
(b) Immunoblot analysis for detection of FeSOD protein accumulation.

Example of an informative figure 
legend



Supplementary data

� Policies vary according to journal
◦ Instructions to authors

� Should be used to provide additional information 
supporting your results and conclusions

� Nature defines supplementary information as peer-
reviewed material directly relevant to the 
conclusion of a paper that cannot be included in the 
printed version for reasons of space or medium (for 
example, movie clips or sound files).



Ethics
� Representative figures
◦ Should only be shown if there are statistically significant 

results based on several repetitions

� Digital manipulation of figures
◦ If applied to the whole image, cropping, brightness, and 

contrast are the only manipulations accepted 
◦ Journals have advanced forensic techniques to detect doctored 

images and may ask for original figures
◦ Verify Instructions to authors for journal policies on digital 

images



THE DISCUSSION OR 
COMMENT SECTION

Deana Hallman Navarro, MD



Writing the DISCUSSION

� What am I supposed to write about?
◦ This is the major challenge in this section

� How many topics should I write about?
◦ BE CONCISE!
� Goal: 2-4 pages of double-spaced Arial font
� Translates to ~0.5-1.0 printed pages

Write immediately after a comfortable, 
almost final, draft of the Results section



What should a DISCUSSION do?

� Build the intellectual 
bridge of how the results 
push the field forward

� Be synthetic in nature 

� Provide something for as 
many readers as possible

� Validate importance

� Provide the logical 
roadmap linking the 
present to the future

� Inspire and expand 
the field

� Provide strategic leverage for your manuscript



What should a DISCUSSION NOT do?

� Simply recapitulate 
the results

� Repeat the 
introduction 

� Become a review 
article

� Demonstrates lack  
of synthesis

� Fails to emphasize 
the importance of 
the findings

� Fails to emphasize 
the communication 
of new knowledge

� Collapse a tenuous house of cards



DISCUSSION

� Where the importance of the results are 
emphasized
◦ Where many turn to FIRST if intrigued by 

Abstract

� Fundamental Goals: 
◦ To provide the answer to the question that 

has been clearly defined in the Introduction
◦ To briefly review the findings in the study 

that were used to generate this answer
◦ To convince readers that generating this 

answer was important



FIRST Sentence of Discussion

� Summarize the experimental evidence 
generated to support that answer
◦ Don’t summarize in detail the specific data

� Often useful to refer to a specific figure/table 
that might support a given conclusion
◦ That way readers can quickly access the relevant data

The major conclusions of the study are that ____ , and that ____ .   The conclusions are 
based on the following experimental evidence. First, we demonstrated that ____ . Next 
we provided strong evidence to support the conclusion that ____ .  Finally, ____ . 
Collectively, this experimental evidence strongly supports the overall concept that ___.

� Communicate the most important finding
◦ Should be the answer to the question 

Sentences AFTER:

1st ParagraghMorrison Style



Restate major finding and how 
it led to the conclusions

During infection of the gastric mucosa, H. pylori
modulate the properties of host cells and tissues to
generate a more suitable niche for colonization and
persistence. In this study, we demonstrated H.
pylori-dependent modification of the abundant
and important nuclear protein PARP-1.
However, contrary to our original hypothesis, PARP-1
is not mono-ADP-ribosylated by the action of an H.
pylori toxin or effector. Rather, PARP-1 undergoes
automodification with PAR as a result of H. pylori-
mediated activation of the intrinsic poly(ADP-
ribosylation) activity of PARP-1. PARP-1 activation by
a bacterial factor in a cell-free system has not been
previously reported.

Example of an 
Opening of the 

Discussion



Begin by re-orienting reader to 
the “big-picture” perspective

By modulating important properties of eukaryotic
cells, many toxins remodel the host environment to
create a suitable niche for pathogenic organisms to
colonize and persist during infection.14 Many of the
most potent toxins act upon intracellular targets. As
the first step in cellular entry, intracellular-acting
toxins bind to one or more plasma membrane surface
receptors.7 Notably, cells lacking toxin receptors are
generally resistant to intoxication, underscoring the
importance of the toxin-receptor complex.14

Our results indicate that the important
plasma membrane sphingolipid, SM, functions
as a receptor forVacA…..

Alternative 
Opening of 
Discussion



After the 1st paragraph…what?

� Treat the DISCUSSION as a collection of 
modular discourses

� Each module focuses on a single major 
result from the paper
◦ Use each major point within the results as a 

paragraph/module topic
� Only one paragraph/module; one topic/module

� Target 5-10 modules in the initial draft
� Goal: end up with 3-4 modules in the final 

manuscript

Modules Style



� P1. Sphingomyelin-binding pocket of VacA plays a crucial role in VacA-receptor 
interaction.

� P2. The presence of RPTP beta may increase on the VacA-SM binding affinity: a 
possible role of RPTP beta as co-receptor: Our finding of VacA-SM interaction may 
propose a binding interaction towards SM distinct from other SM binding proteins.

� P3. VacA-SM binding has a distinctive binding mechanism: Our finding of VacA-SM 
interaction may propose a distinguished binding interaction towards SM from other SM binding 
proteins. 

� P4. Identification on the number of sphingomylein molecules will give a evidence of 
lipid clustering: Identification of sphingomyelin binding site of VacA will lead us to examine 
further on lipid raft clustering upon VacA binding to its receptor. 

� P5. Determining the structure of sphingomyelin-VacA complex will lead to study on 
the evolutionary advantage of tryptophan residue in virulent strains. Even though the 
structure of p55 domain of VacA was beautifully solved in 2007 (Gangwer KA et al PNAS 2007), 
it has been remained unclear which region of VacA contributes to the interaction with 
sphingomyelin. 

� P6. Can acid activation of VacA induce tryptophan more accessible?
� P7. Can oligomerization of VacA change tryptophan acciessibility?

� P8.  Closing comment Our finding on the mechanism of sphingomyelin-VacA interaction 
supports sphingomyelin is the receptor for VacA to sensitivity cells. Also the identification of 
sphingomyelin binding pocket on VacA put one more layer of the complexity of VacA-
sphingomylien interaction, with a possible involvement of co-receptor, RPTP beta. VacA 
interactiong with sphingomyelin shows a distinquished mechanism from other SM binding 
proteins. This unique binding mechanism can also lead to the development of specific anti-toxin 
drugs of VacA, which can be effectively used along with antibiotic strategy for H.pylori-induced 
gastric diseases



DISCUSSION Modules

� Connect the dots between results in current 
paper and those in previous papers. 

� Make clear how current results relates to 
the current model
◦ Does the work support or refute the currently 

accepted model?

� Point to the future
◦ How does current work point to new questions?
◦ Hint at what future work will focus on

Modules Style



NEXT: Succint Review of Literature

� Review the collective evidence that are 
CONSISTENT with conclusions
◦ Include AUTHOR’S prior publications (if applicable), with 

experimental approach and conclusions from prior studies, 
and how they support the actual conclusions

� Expand to include published studies by OTHER 
GROUPS that led to conclusions that are 
consistent with, or complementary to, the 
findings in the current manuscript.

2nd & 3rd ParagraghMorrison Style



NEXT: Inconsistencies
� Discuss published evidence that appear to be 

inconsistent with the actual conclusions
◦ Provide sufficient detail so reasonable explanations 

for inconsistencies could be plausibly explained.

� When discussing disparate conclusions, avoid 
negative comments about work of others
◦ Communicate potential reasons for inconsistencies 

while treating others with respect.
� In closing - make the case for why the 

conclusions in the study would be justified, 
despite disparate findings reported by others. 

4th Paragragh

Examples: (1) Used different animal species, strains of mice, or patient enrollment criteria.  (2) 
One study was with a homogenous population in one country; other with a heterogenous 
population in other country. (3) One study involved post-surgical patients in an intensive care 
unit; other involved patients with hematologic malignancies.



NEXT: Explain How the Conclusions Actually 
Serve to Advance the Field

� Expand upon explanation from Introduction
◦ How, specifically, do the conclusions from the 

study move the field forward?
◦ What can be accomplished now, that could not 

have been done before these findings? 
◦ What new questions have arisen (not previously 

evident), why is it important to answer them, and 
how can they be approached experimentally?
◦ How has filling the knowledge gap (by answering 

the question) helped to advance the field?

5th Paragragh



NEXT: Address Limitations
� Regarding the conclusions and experimental design
◦ Perhaps mentioned when explaining why the conclusions 

differed from prior studies
� A candid and realistic examination can improve 

the chances for acceptance and achieve credibility 
with peers.
◦ Explain the limitations of the experimental design and 

associated conclusions
◦ Propose subsequent studies to enable others to 

determine the extent that conclusions might be more 
broadly applicable
◦ This helps to suppress the desire of reviewers to 

propose that additional experiments be incorporated in 
the current manuscript.

6th Paragragh



Tell a Story
� Important to provide a satisfying ending
◦ Repetition of the major conclusions of the study and 

their significance in advancing the field

� The significance must be crafted in such a way 
that is will resonate well with the anticipated 
readership of the journal. 
◦ Expected to be different to the readership of a 

specialty journal that of a general biomedical journal

Final Paragragh

The DISCUSSION should effectively TELL A STORY about: 
a scientific question that needed to be answered,
the actual answer to the question,
the approach utilized to generate the answer to that question, 
and the reason why answering this question was important



Sometimes may need to …

Combine Results & Discussion

� When each figure or table requires 
extensive explanation and comparison to 
previous work to interpret the data

� When having a discussion is a liability…
◦ not enough context to provide a compelling 

stand-alone discussion 
◦ too much recapitulation



Common Mistake

� To begin with a detailed literature review that 
provides the rationale for the study
◦ Often occupies 2-5 paragraphs, and THEN 

communicates the key findings of the study
� Findings are de-emphasized
� Readers fail to recognize their importance

� Emphasis is to communicate new knowledge
◦ Should be at the very beginning
◦ Then, present evidence from previous studies to 

provide insight into the current status of knowledge 
in the field

DON’T repeat the 
Introduction

DON’T make it look 
like a Review Article



Other Common Pitfalls

� TOO LONG
◦ Veering off course, discussing issues with no direct bearing
◦ Not capturing the “common thread” – many tangential issues

� DRY - Strict recapitulation of the results 
� BLAND - Failure to CLEARLY communicate 
◦ The strength in advancing the field
◦ Why the results should be of interest to the readership

� OVERINTERPRETATION of Results
◦ Don’t go beyond the data. Data is data

� UNWARRANTED SPECULATION
◦ If compelled to, clearly identify it:  “We speculate that …”

Where
is it all 
going?  



Other Common Pitfalls

� UNWARRANTED INFLATION of the importance of 
the findings 
◦ Will disgust reviewers and readers. 

◦ A measure of humility goes a long way.

� OVEREAGER - “Me too, me too!”

� THE “BULLY PULPIT”
◦ Don’t criticize other studies or attack other investigators

◦ Never preach to the reader 

� DRAWING CONCLUSIONS that are NOT supported 
by the data!
◦ Avoid temptation to allow biases enter into conclusions



Strategies in Writing the DISCUSSION

� Get your readers to
“see” the big picture

� How to “win over” your readers?
◦ Explain how can your results can potentially 

advance the work of your readers?
◦ Explain how do your results provide new 

opportunities for your readers?



Strategies in Writing the DISCUSSION

� Stirring the pot
◦ Identify a point of disagreement 

or “controversy” in your paper

� Plugging the holes
◦ “Yes, we thought of that…”

� Advancing the field
◦ Include a figure of an updated 

model

� Be a visionary
◦ Where does the future lay?



Strategies in Writing the DISCUSSION

� Write powerfully - be crisp and concise
� How to write beautiful discussions?
◦Write often - be a practitioner…

…BUT get feedback from many sources 
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